In this paper, we consider the case of 
Introduction
One of the main difficulty of cross-country autonomous robotics comes from the fact that outdoor environments can hardly be faithfully modeled: such environments are not intrinsically structured, as compared to indoor environments, where simple geometric primitives match the reality. As a consequence, any representation based only on geometric primitives is difficult to build and to maintain.
We consider in this paper the problem of maintaining a global qualitative model that describes the environment as a set of polygonal cells, for which terrain classes probabilities are estimated, and the way to use such a model in order to plan minimum cost paths. Our planner fits in the family of "weighted regions planners" ( [8, lo] ), but we rely on a more complex hierarchical structure instead of a partition of the perceived regions: we will see that this allows to explicitly represent and exploit all the information gathered by the robot during the modeling phase.
The paper is organized as follows : the next section briefly presents a 3D data clustering procedure that leads to a description of the terrain in polygonal we define an hierarchical graph representation based upon the aggregation of polygonal cellar, then present how traversability costs can be estimated on the basis of the terrain class probabilities, and finally explain how a minimum path search lead to the definition of the navigation area.
Terrain classification
Our terrain modeling procedure relies on a specific discretisation of the perceived area, that defines a cell image. Attributes are computed for each cell, and are used to label the cells in term of navigation classes, thanks to a supervised Bayesian classifier. The discretisation being imposed, this procedure is rather an identification process, and do not require a segmentation of the 3D data, a quite difficult problem on complex terrains (more details can be found in [3]).
Cells definition
The sensors that produce 3D points, be it a laser range finder or a stereo-vision correlation algorithm, generally have a constant scanning rate within the sensor frame. But when perceiving a ground plane with such sensors, the resolution of the perceived points decreases dramatically with their distance to the sensor. This is a fundamental point one can not ignore when processing such data : it lead us to choose the discretisation of the perceived zone presented in figure 1, instead of a Cartesian one such as in [5] . This discretisation corresponds to the central projection on a virtual horizontal ground of a regular (Cartesian) and convex discretisation in the sensor frame. The fundamental property of this discretisation is the "conservation of density" : if a perfect flat ground corresponding to the reference plane is perceived, the number of points that belong to a cell -i.e. whose vertical projection coordinates are bounded by the cell's borderis equal to a constant nominal density, defined by the discretisation rates. On the other hand, a cell covering an obstacle area contains much more points than the nominal density. The number of points contained in a cell becomes obviously an important feature to determine the nature of the perceived zone covered by this cell. Other features are used to identify a cell : the elevation standard deviation and the maximum elevation difference computed on the cell's points give an information on the "flatness" of the cell ; the mean normal vector and the variances on its coordinate are useful to determine if the cell covers a regular slope or has an irregular surface. 
Cell classification
A supervised Bayesian classification procedure is used to label each cell: during an off-line learning phase, a human prototyped a set of cell images. On line, once 3D data are acquired, the cells image is defined by the discretisation, and the value x of the feature vector xc is computed for each cell C. The Bayes theorem is then applied to determine the partial probabilities P(w;"lzc = x) for a cell to correspond to each of the it4 terrain classes { w l , . . . , W M } :
where X c stands for "xc = x", w;" stands for "wC = wi", f3.(zIw;) is the value at 5 of the probability density function f of the random feature vector zc for all cells C labeled wi and P(wi) the a priori probability that the class of cell C is wi. The pdf's f(zIw;") can hardly be analytically expressed : their value at the point x is computed using a nearest neighbor technique within the feature space filled with the prototyped cells feature values. 
Our approach
In order to solve the fusion problem, we will first determine P(wrarbIXCa) ( Obviously, when labels i and j are equal, it comes: 
{
The model we choose assumes that as the overlapping surface increases, the probability that both cells C, and C a , b labels are the same is higher. We therefore estimate P(w;"'~ Iw;"XCa) with a strictly increasing function of -:
With a linear estimation and with (5) (the simplest model one can make without any more information) it comes:
x -
When i # j, p(w;a2blw:aXCaXCb) is supposed to be uniformly distributed over 1 -p(wia3b lwieaXCa) be- (10)
One can see on the following table, t'hat the probability of the c a , b flat label is smaller than the Ca one (0.7) because cell Ca,b is smaller than Ca. But this probability is also higher than the c b one (0.5) because it is reinforced by Ca. 
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Definition of the states graph
Our path planning method is based on an exploration of a states graph 6 in which nodes are the cells previously defined and arcs represent the topological relations "is included in" and "is adjacent to". This states graph can be represented with a layered structure : the top layer consists of mother cells, the second layer consists of cells obtained by intersection of two mother cells, the third layer consists of cells obtained by intersection of three mother cells, and so on. Connected cells in a same layer are adjacent cells. Figure  4 shows the states graph corresponding to the three perceived areas of figure 3. where P(w,CaIXca) and P(wj"']Xcb) are known.
Overlapping cells
Cost of traversability
The cost of traversability to move from a cell C, and like for (10) independent conjunctive fusion process of P ( W~" '~I W~~X~~) and P(wiaSblXeb) (obtained (6) and (9)) gives [9] :
Fusion process on lower layers : The Lower is the layer and more complicated is the fusion process. Nevertheless, it is always possible to compute the probabilities obtained thanks to relations (6) (9) given by (9) and P ( w F~~~~,~~ Iw; 3911Xc3Xc11) given by (6).
Graph valuation
The last term to specify in (12) For instance, if the planning process gives the path P: (4)-(3)-(3,22)-(22)-(11,22) where it has a more accurate label knowledge.
Conclusion
The hierarchical path planner described in this paper has two main advantages: on one hand, the cost function used does not require the application of any decision function after the cell partial probabilities estimation : all the information gathered by the robot remains fully explicited. On the other hand, the hierarchical structure of the global model we consider enables to control the planning complexity. This structure is also compatible with a multi-resolution discretisation of the environment CgIobal. For instance cells used by the robot may be provided by satellite observations (large Cartesian discretisation of the ground) in order to have a rough idea of the terrain nature and by the robot itself to improve its knowledge on some specific areas. Thus, systems maintaining a global environment model and in which different sensors provide different cells discretisation are concerned by this work.
